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ABSTRACT -

I 

A hierarchical pattern matching parser is proposed that improves the performance of a word 
shape recognition algorithm by restricting decisions to be consistent with the syntax of a sentence. 
Experimental results show that over 97 perc~nt of the syntactic constructions that occur in a test set 
can be tabulated a-priori. Also, the a~ility of the parser to reduce the alternatives provided by word 
shape recognition is explored. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A word shape recognition algorithm is given the image of a word and a dictionary or lexicon 

that is presumed. to contain the word in the image. The algorithm computes a group of words 
(called a neighborhood) from the dictionary that match the image. The objective of the recognition 
algorithm is to insure that the neighborhood always contains the correct word and the neighborhood 
is as small as possible. Ideally, the neighborhood contains only the correct word. However, it is 
often necessary to use larger neighborhoods to achieve high correct rates. This is especially true 
when recognizing degraded images of text such as multiple generation photocopies or facsimile 
print-outs that contain many touching, broken, or smeared characters. 

The word shape recognition methodology is based partially on cognitive aspects of how peo-, 
pIe read [1]. It is known that while reading a running text, we make selective use of the available 
visual cues and rely heavily on our understanding what is being read to interpolate for partial visual 
information_ This is possible because word images occur in a meaningful context and we exploit 
the underlying syntax and semantics to minimize feature extraction and classification opera
tions [2]. 

Language syntax is one high level knowledge source routinely used by people in reading a 
running text that can be used to improve the performance of a word shape recognition algorithm. 

'Previous methods for utilizing syntactic information have considered the local context between two 
adjacent words. Both the influence of the identity of a word on the identity as well as the neigh
borhood of the following word have been studied [3,4J- These methods successfully exploit local 
syntactic constraints. However, they do not fully utilize the broader context of complete sentences. 

Traditional language parsing methods such as A TNs have been applied to the related problem 
of speech recognition where the objective is also to choose the specific word identities that match a 
signal [5]. However, such techniques are difficult to train for unrestricted text because of the need 
to write a comprehensive rule base. This process is error prone and often requires many person 
months to develop a grammar for even a restricted language [6]. 

An alternative parsing methodology is based on pattern matching. The ELIZA-program is a 
famous example of a pattern matching approach [7]. A set of keyw'ords and phrases were matched 

--againsi-an-inporsentence aridiesponses were generated based on the matches that occurred. This 
methodology has also been successfully utilized in other natural language processing systems I fOI' 
constrained domains such as PARRY that simulated a paranoid pati~nt [8J, and FRUMP that sum-
marized newspaper stories [9]. 

This paper proposes a hierarchical pattern matching technique for parsing the sequence of 
decisions provided by a word shape recognition algorithm. The objective of the method is to indi-

: cate syntactic classes which, in the context in which they occur, do not match predetennined pat
: terns and are thus assumed invalid. The parser improves the performance of a word shape recognj.·, 
tion algorithm by removing words from its neighborhoods that do not have valid syntactic contexts. 

i The problem of lack of training data is overcome by using a large corpus of tagged text to develop 
: the patterns used by the parser. 

I The remainder of this paper outlines the overall parsing and word recognition algorithms in 
more detail. The training of the parser and its ties to word recognition are discussed. Experimental 
results are presented on the feasibility of the parser for unrestricted text and on the usefulness of 
the parser in word recognition. 
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2.' TEXT RECOGNITION ALGORITHM 

The algorithm consists of three miiin components labeled "Syntactic Pattern Generation" 
"Hypothesis Generation", and "Parsing" in Figure 1. 

tagged training corpus 

----+---. 
IS~ntactic Pattern L Generation 

syntactic patterns 

reduced word 
neighborhoods 

degraded text image 

Hypothesis Generation I 
t 

word neighbor:hoods 

Figure 1. Outline of algorithm. 

----------------_._-•. _-------

"i- - ____ . ______ lILtll~dir:sLSJage~~Lseri~s--of_Pattems-oLSyntactic_classes __ oLwords thatoCc..ur.-iILaJarge_samPle __ 
or corpus of English text is generated. The corpus is assumed to have been «tagged" with the syn
tactic classes of each word. This construction of syntactic patterns is executed off-line prior to the 
recognition of any word images. 

rhe second stage, hypothesis generation, takes as input a degraded image of text. The image 
is segmented into words and sentences and a neighborhood of dictionary words is calculated that 
match each image. . 

The parsing stage integrates the inforf!1ation produced in the first two stages. A parsing of the 
syntactic classes of the words in a sentence detects ill-formed sequences. This allows for the eHmi
nation of words with classes that are pot ¢ontained in a legal parse. 

The parsing operates on two levels; in the first level, syntactic classes are ?ssigned simple 
designations to indicate their basic linguistic function (e.g. noun or verb group classes). These 
designations are used to form a macro description of the syntax of a sentence. A subsequent 
matching process determines the specific syntactic classes that the true word cannot be in. 

2.1. Construction of Syntactic Patterns 

The corpus of tagged English used in the experiments outlined in this paper was the Brown 
Corpus [10]. The Brown Corpus is a text of over 1,000,000 words, each tagged with its syntactic 
class. The constru~tion of syntactic patterns from the Brown Corpus was done by assigning tq each 
synta<::tic tag used in the Corpus a designator that approximates the linguistic function of the class. 
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The tags for the syntactic classes in the Brown Corpus and the designators assigned them are 
shown iri the appendix. Three designators were used - N, V, and B. Their use may be seen in the 
followi~g eX,ample: 

" The brown cat, by the wall, has been acting strangely." 
AT JJ NN, IN AT NN , HVZ BEN VBG RB 
N N N B B N N B V V V V 

(AT=article, JJ=adjective, NN=singular noun, IN=preposition, 
HVZ="has", BEN="been", VBG=present participle verb, RB=adverb). 

The N designator represents classes associated with nouns (articles, adjectives, pronouns, etc.), 
the V designator the classes associated with verbs (auxiliary verbs, modals, adverbs, etc.), and the 
B represents function words (prepositions, conjunctions, etc.) and punctuation (commas, semi·· 
colons, colons) that separate N and V sequences. 

The classification into N, V, or B designators is done for all the syntactic tags of words in a 
training corpus. Contiguous sequences of N's, V's, or B's and their associated syntactic tags are 
tabulated. The frequencies of repeated sequences are also retained. The above example would gen
erate the following syntactic patterns: 

AT JJ NN 
, IN 
AT NN 
HVZ BEN VBG RB 

2.2. Hypothesis Generation - Word Shape Recognition 

The word shape recognition algorithm ~omputes a gross feature description for a word image 
and uses it to access a dictionary of words that have similar descriptions. Words with matching 
feature descriptions are returned as the neighborhood of an, input image. 

In this paper, the operation of a word shape recog~ition algorithm is simulated statistically to 
make experiments possible on large samples of soft copy text. The utility of the word 
methoo·ofl·degradedimages of words has been demonstrated [llJ:The use of a statisticaf 
tion of this approach is validated by the observation that the simulation approximates the perfor
mance of a real implementation. 

Neighborhoods are calculated by computing a feature description for the words in a dictionary. 
Words with the same fe~ttire description are members of the same neighborhood. In our experi
ments, we use a set of features that were shown to produce neighborhoods that, on average, contain' 
about five words [4 J. 

2.3. Parsing 

A valid parse for a sentence provides two levels of syntactic information. A~ the top level, a 
sentence is broken down ioto sequences of words with the same designator N, V, or B. At the 
second level, each sequence of words with the same designator is matched to legal sequences of 
syntactic tags derived from ,the training corpus. 

1'he parsing algorithm is given a sequence of neighborhoods for a sentence, as calculated by 
the word shape analysis program. The syntactic tag for each word and its designator are also pro~ 
vided from a dictionary. The tree of all possible sequences of designators, starting from the first 
word in the sentence, is explored with a depth first matchipg process. When the end of a contigu
ous sequence of equal designators is reached, the syntactic tags for the correspon9,ing words is 
looked up in a list of legal tag sequences. If the sequence occurs, the matching process continues. 
Otherwise, it terminates and this branch of the tree is explored no further. This process is contin
ued until the end of the sentence is reached and all the legal sequences have been accounted for. 
Wonh :lr~ T'~move:ci from l'I n~i!7hhor'hooci if th~ir svntactic tal! OCClJrs on no lel!al seauence. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

• 

4. 

5. 

Summary of the Parsing Algorithm 
A sentence of word neighborhoods with each word assigned a syntactic 
class and a macro designator is i.nput. 

Explore the tree of all possible sequences of macro designators with a 
depth first matching process. 

If the end of a sequence of equivalent macr<;> designators is reached, 
then MATCH the corresponding syntactic tags to a list of legal pat
terns. 

If the match succeeds, continue matching with the next word; 
else recursively return. 

Continue the matching process until all the alternativE;s have been 
explored. 

Filter out words with syntactic classes not in any valid parses. 

A syntactic class in a word neighborhood may be an element of many different candidate 
sequenGes, and may occupy many different positions in the sequences. The position of a class in a 
parti~ul'ar, 'candidate sequence is determtned by its designator and the designator of it class iii the 
next word neighborhood. If the designators are the same, the sequence is continued.' If they are 
different, the sequence ends and a match is attempted before a new sequence is created starting at 
the next neighborhood. If the candidate sequence is continued, the main routine of the parser recur- . 
sively calls itself to process the next neighborhood. If the sequence ends at the neighborhood then 
the collected sequence is matched against the training set patterns. No match being found will 
cause a return from recursion, backtracking to process the next syntactic class of the neighborhood 
where the "last recursive call was made; when a' match is found the sequence is added to a list of 
matched contiguous sequences and the next neighborhood is recursively processed. 

Return from recursion takes place in two cases other than no match situations; first at the end 
1~ __ ... _._.Qf_~_~~Iill~e_JHKt~~:QlJd~_~heJ1J11e_ sets Qf_desigllalQrs.JQtJwQ_adiQining:neighhQz:.h_Q~td~s __ ar.e_dis

joint. In this case, no sequence could possibly extend beyond the first of the neighborhoods. The 
final case of disjoint neighborhoods, which divide a sentence into sections which can be processed 
independently, is tested for across the sentence before entering the m<;liJ:! routine of the parser. This 
enables sentences to be processed a section at a time, preventing long iecursi~e descents and "thus ., 
reduFing' the time complexity of the parsing~ 

When all such, sections of a sentence are processed, the parsing of the sentence is complete. 
Any words in a neighqorhood ~ith a syntactic class that is not an element of a valid parse are then 
eliminated as word candidates. " 

2.4. Example of the Parsing Algorithm 

An example of the operation of the parsing component of the algorithm is shown in Figure 2. 
Figure 2(a) shows the true words of a sentence, and the syntactic Classes of words in its neighbor
hoods (the sentence is taken from the Brown Corpus). The. first row of syntactic classes consists of 
the classes of the true words. Other rows are classes of word candidates not shown. AppenQed to 
the'classes are their N, V or B designators. 

In (b), the N, V and B sequences produced for each position in the Sentence are' shown. The 
sequences preceded by asterisks are those that have no' matches among the syntactic patterns. The 
sequence preceded by the minus sign is invalidated because there are' no sequences starting in the 
second position that are valid, therefore a sequence ending at the second position is not possible. 
The number of occurrences of the valid sequences in the training corpus (the "Press Reportage" 
genre of the Brown Corpus) are shown after the sequences, when there are alternative valid 
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(a) 

While in the service he attended radio school 
CS-B I~-B AT-N NN-N PPS-N VBO-V NN-N NN-N 

JJ-N NP-N NN-N VBN-V 
NN-N 

(b) 

CS 
cs IN 

JJ AT NN PPS 
JJ NP NN PPS 
NN AT NN PPS 
NN NP NN PPS 

AT NN PPS (36) 
NP NN PPS (3) 

VBO (1946) 
VBN (637) 

NN NN 

(c) 
cs IN AT NN PPS VBO NN NN (36, 1946) 
CS IN AT NN PPS VBN NN NN (36, 637) 
CS IN NP NN PPS VBO NN NN (3, 1946) 
CS IN NP NN PPS VBN NN NN (3, 637) 

Figure 2. An exampJe 'Of a parse. A sentence and its wQrd neighborhoods (a) are shQwn. PQssible 
N, V and B sequences fQIlQW (b) alQng with acceptable parses and their subsequence frequencies 
(c) in the training data. 

sequences. 

The fQur valid parses are shQwn in (c) with the frequencies 'Of cQnstituent sequences fQllQwing. 
The tQP parse, the best chQice accQrding tQ simple freqlJe~cies, is the CQrrect chQice. Eight parses 
that are rejected befQre cQmpleti'On are nQt shQwn. 

The classes (1J) and (NN) in the 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Experiments were cQnducted tQ determine if a list 'Of syntactic patterns CQuid be created, with 
a training C'Orpus 'Of reasQnable size, that WQuld represent the syntax 'Of a different running text. A 
training set 'Of patterns was cQnsidered tQ be representative if a large percentage 'Of syntactic pat
terns generated from a previQusly unused PQrtiQn 'Of text (the sample text) were amQng the training 
set patterns. 

Representativeness, or "cQverage", is measured by the number 'Of unique patterns in the sample 
text that are present in the training set. Ideally, this is as high as PQssible. AlsQ 'Of interest are the 
err'Ors, Le., the number 'Of sample patterns not in the training data. 

ExplanatiQns for variatiQn incQverage were SQught:HQW much does the size 'Of the training 
set effect cQverage? DQes the subject matter (the genre) 'Of the training set influence cQverage? 
Tables 1 ~and 2 indicate SQme answers tQ these questiQns. Some general cQnclusiQns abQut coverage 
can be drawn by examining the sample text patterns that were nQt amQng the training set patterns. 
This was dQne and the cQnclusiQns are discussed belQw - the results 'Of measures tak~n in acc()r
dance tQ these cQnclusiQns are shQwn in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Coverage of Syntactic Patterns. The absolute number of error patterns are shown as 
well as their frequency of occurrence in the running text. 

size of number of size of no. uniq. error errors after 
training corpus ~patterns sample text patterns . patterns adjust 

54,000 (B) 3,079 2,015(B23) 302 73 (5.5%) 17 (1.3%) 
60,000 (H) 2,786 2,051 (H27) 295 69 (5.3%) 19 (5.2%) 
86,000 (A) 4,501 2,OO3(A08) 287 62 (5.2%) 11 (1.0%) 
96,000 (F) 3,819 2,017(F33) 276 54 (4.4%) 27 (2.2%j 
150,000 (0) 5,104 2,053(020) 255 44 (3.2%) 15,(1.1%) 
160,000 (1) 4,887 2,027(109) 215 42(3.2%) 5 (0.4%) 

300,000 (A,B,J) 9,223 2,003 (A08) 287 33 (2.8%) 9 (0.7%) 
900,000 (aU) 14,453 2,003(AOS) 287 31 (2.S%) 9 (0.7%) 

The training set for the experiments was the Brown Corpus. The Brown Corpus is divided 
into 15 subject 'categories or genres. Ther,e are 500 individual samples of running text in the corpus 
and each one contains approximately 2600 words. For the experiments, 6 genres of nonfiction 
prose were selected as training corpora. 

The genres are designated in the Corpus as: 

A PI'ess Reportage G Belles Lettres 
B Press Editorial H Miscellaneous 
F Popular Lore J Learned 

An individual sample was randomly chosen from each of these genres to act as sample texts. 

Table 1 shows that as the size of the training corpus (in approximate number of words) 
. . increases, the n umbe~.~_p~_t!.~1"-fl~_gen~E!l:!~4X~2~-i!-Q9C~-!lQLgrow __ PIQPm1iQ!H!llYl-~ Th5!~_slp-wer . 
·------growth-ofne~;paiterns as size increas~s supports the conClusion that the variability of English syn-

tactic fonns, as defined by the patterns, may be captured with a corpus of reasonable size. The 
coverage increases as the size of the training corpus, and the number of patterns, increases. But, as 
can be seen with the tripling of size (300,000 to 900,000) with only a marginal reduction in,the 
number of errors (31 versus 33), the benefits of increased size to coverage taper off rather quickly. 
Something other than more text is needed to eliminate the pattern mismatches remaining after the 
effect of training corpus size is d~scounted. 

The incidence of error patterns is also shown in Table 1. Sample AOS contains 302 unique 
syntactic tag patterns, 73 of which never oC~ur elsewhere in genre A. However, these patterns only 
make up 5.5% of the patterns that occur in the running text. Also, after the adjustments discussed 
above have been, accounted for 

Examination of the error patterns led to two explanations for them. First, some of the patterns 
were very long. This was frequently caused by hidden linguJstic boundaries; not recognizing these 
boundaries led to some highly individualistic sequences. The most obvious case' of this was the 
adjoining of two or more noun phrases. Certain simple rules were applied to break up N patterns 
when multiple noun phrases could be detected in them. The other explanation was that there were 
tagged elements in the sample texts that were essentially unrestricted as to form of occurrence -
two examples are headings in the text and titles referred to in sentences. A title of a person, a 
book, a conference, etc., in a sentence is relatively unrestricted in structut'e. Clearly, it need not be 
a properly formed sentence. The same holds for headings; Headings can be dealt with 
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graphologically- by recognizing different font sizes, indentation, underlining, quotation, capitaliza
tion, and so on. 

" "These two' adjustments to the algorithm led to significantly improved results as can be seen in 
the "After Adjustments" column of Table 1. In the best case, only 2 percent of the patterns in a text 
sample were not contained in a training set. 

In Table. 2 the effect of using text from different genres as training corpora is shown. A 
matrix labeled with each of the Brown Corpus genres used in the experiments is presented. Each 
entry gives the number of patterns in the sample text indicated by the row label that are not con
tained in· the training sample indicated by the column label. It was anticipated that there might be a 
significant effect of genre on performance. However, no such effect was observed with one excep
tion. The great surprise was the identification of a clearly superior "trainer genre." Genre 0), the 
"Learned" text, gave better results than any other genre in every case. The average number of enors 
that occurred when 1 was used (46) is 26% better than the average of the other five performance 
numbers on the same row. 

Table 2. Effect of Training Genre on Number of Errors 

Test Trainin g Genre 
Sample 

A B F G H 1 
1--

A08 62 71 58 67 74 48 63 
B23 72 73 69 54 81 52 67 
F33 56 61 54 51 65 43 55 
G20 44 55 41 44 53 37 46 
H27 66 72 68 72 69 55 67 
109 61 68 60 65 69 42 61 ------

60 67 58 59 68 46 62/60 

The ability of this technique to reduce the size c;>f neighborhoods output by _ a word shape 
recognition algorithm was measured on a test sample of 217w()rds. Jhe~y~m.g~"size.oLa_neigh:-

----borhoud--in--t1rl1rre-xrwas-fediiceabyI6- percenibya previous alg~rithm for syntactic analysis [4]. 
When the output of the previous technique was input to the method discussed here, the averag~ size 
of a neighborhood was reduced by 24 percent, a gain of 8 percentage points. Thus, the new 
methOd contains information not represented in the previous technique and the new method can 
reduce the sizes of neighborhoods. 

4. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK 

A hierarchical approach for paJ'sing was proposed and applied to improving the performance of a 
word shape recognition algorithm. It was shown that a syntactic pattern set derived from a large 
sample of text describes over 97 percent of the variations that occur in samples that were previ
ously unused. It was also shown that the approach discussed here improves the performance of an 
earlier method for using syntax. The reduction in neighborhood size was improved from 16 percent 
to over 24 percent with the method discussed in this paper. 

These results demonstrate that pattern matching is a viable alternative as a syntactic 
k.nowledge source in a more general text recognition system. Future work on the pattern matching 
algorithm will include an expanded statistical study of the effect of the parser on the word shape 
recognition algorithm. A probabilistic matching algorithm and the development of a maximum 
likelihood parse for a sentence, given the results of a word shape recognition program on degraded 
images of text, will be inve:>tigated. 
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APPENDIX: SYNTACTIC TAGS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS 

- r- B t9ftparen CC B COOL con]. IN B preposklon PPlS N pi .. ref lInt. pers .. pro. 

! a ~~;nJ~n co N card. num .. JJ N adj PPO N objectIve pers .. pro; 
V CD$ N pass .. card .. num JJ$ N pass. adJ PPS N 3rd nom.. pro .. 
a comma CS a slb, conj JJR N corrp adj PPSS N oIher nom.. pers .. pro 
a dash DO V do JJS N sem super, adJ Ol. N qual 
B sent.. close ~O" V dOl{t JJT N morph. S14>8r .. adj OlP N posl .. quaf 
a colon 000 V did 1.40 V modal auxlHary RB V adverb 

ABl N pre·qualller DOD· V didn't MD· V negative auxiliary RB$ V pasS:. adverb 
ABN N pre-quant DOZ V does NN N s .. or mass n RBR V corrp .. adverb 
ABX N pre-quant OOZ" V doesn't NN$ N poss.. or mass n RBT V super.. adverb 
AP N past·dot Of N dot NNS N pI.. n RN N. noml.. adverb 
AP$ N poss.AP OTS N pass,. de! NNS$ N pass pI. n RP V adverblpartlcle 
AT N artlcfe OTt N deVquant NP N prop .. n TO V Inllnltlve markor 10 

BE V be OTS N pl.det NP$ N pass .. prop .. n UH f)j Inle~ectlon. excl 
BED V were • OTX N deVdbl conj NPS N pl. prop .. n VB·' V verb. base lorm 
BEO" V weren't EX ~ exist. there NPS$ V pass. pl .. prop .. n VBO V vorb. pat lel1llo 
BEOZ V was FW lorelgn word NR' N adverbial n VBG V verb. pres .. part./gor. 
aEor V wasn't HV V have NR$ N pass. advelblal n VBN V: verb. pal part. 
BEG V being HV" V haven't NRS N pl. adverbial n vaz V verb. 3rd pres 
BEM V am HVO V had 1181 lonse 00 N ordInal number WOT 'N Wh·dot 
BEM· V HVO· V hadn't PN N nomf .. pro. WP$ N pass .. wh-ho. 
BEN V been HVG V having PN$ N poss., nom. pro. N WPO objective w . pro 
BER V :;~n9[, HVN V had pal part PP$ N pas8 .. pers. pro. WPS N nom.. wh. pro .. 
BER" V HVZ V has PPSS N 2nd nom .. pass .. pro WOl N wh.qual 
BEZ V is HVZ" V hasn', PPl N rolJlnt.. pars .. pro .. WRB V Wh .. adverb 
BEZ· V isn't 

* Foreign words are hyphenated to regular tags, for example "corpore" FW-NN, the designator of the regular 
tag is used 
important abbreviations: adj = adjective, card. = cardinal, compo = comparative, corr. = coordinating, del. = 
determiner, int. = intensive, n = noun, nom. = nominative, noml. = nominal, part. = participle, pers .. = personal, 
pI. = plural, poss .. = possessive, pro. = pronoun, prop. = proper, pst = past, qual. = qualifier, quant = quantifier, 
ref. = reflexive, s .. = singular, sub. = subordinate, super .. = superlative, 
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